Elite silence Happy Boys in Mayoral Gar

By Frank Mashungu

Tshabalala Elite best Maraweze Happy Boys 2-0 in their Thulamela Mayo-

cup Tournament match at the Mahalunsha Stadium on Saturday.

Elite made their intentions clear from the start. Their midfielders kept the

opposition defence running for cover for the better part of the first half by
distributing dangerous passes to the strikers.

They knocked on the door of the first time in the eight minutes.

Their top goal scorer, Makanakole Ndikunie-

dikone, went loose from the left corner and beat one defender before

17 times with a half volley. The ball hit the woodwork and landed outside

the field of play for a goal kick, much to the fans’ disappoint-

ment.

As if that was not good enough to score off the oppo-
sition, Freeman Mbeli came close to scoring moments later.

He received a near pass from Masibhu Nethinge and hur-

sted for too long to use the box until he lost pos-

sion of the ball.

Happy Boys gained more towards the end of the first

20 minutes when they were knocking on the door of the

same goal. They were rewarded in the 90+3 minutes when

Nthizimbalile Mhla went loose from the left flank and

threw in the towel although they did not score.

Several chances came within the box, Happy Boys

were put in a difficult situation for their strikers to

break through the defence of Elite under pressure.

the ball was cleared

and became smudges during the match after open-

ning.

Lutendo breaks the he

of Tshilungoma’s fan

By Frank Mashungu

Lutendo Tshilungoma’s goal was good enough for Mudzauri

Beetle to be crowned the champion of the 2019 Cup

Soccer Tournament at the Mahalunsha Stadium.

The tournament saw a total of 24 teams compete for the

Thulamela scarf and the overall cup.

Lutendo Tshilungoma was hailed as the 

Mobbley for his performance in the tournament.

Lutendo’s goal was the difference in the win.
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Tshilungoma was proclaimed the best player of the

match.
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